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1. Introduction

The calculus of finite differences found a broad application in the theory of plates
owing to the works by N.J. NIELSEN, [1], H. MARCUS, [2], P.M. WARWAK, [3].
By replacing the derivatives in the differential equation of the theory of plates by
difference quotients, a differential equation is replaced by a partial difference equa-
tion, the continuous deflection surface thus being represented — in an approximate
manner by means of a polyhedron. Treating the partial difference equation as a
system of linear algebraic equations, and solving these equations by known methods
(the Gaussian elimination method or various iteration methods) approximate
values of plate deflection are obtained. The partial difference equation may also
be treated as a matrix equation [4], [5] and solved by means of matrix methods
in a manner shown by E. EGERVARY, [6],

Another way, which will be followed in the present paper, is to solve the partial
difference equation of plate deflection by means of methods of finite differences
successfully applied to plane gridworks by H. BLEICH and E. MELAN, [7]. In this
way full analogy between the solution of the differential equation and that of
a difference equation of plate deflection is obtained. By letting the net become
more and more dense we can always pass to the results obtained in the domain
of differential equations.

In the second and the third section of the present paper we shall be concerned
with the solution of the differential equation of plate deflection by means of double
finite series for both forces and free vibration, simultaneous bending and compression,
and buckling. The results obtained are fully analogous to those of the generalized
Navier method in the differential theory of plates. In Sec. 4 an orthogonalization
method will be given, analogous to B. G. Galerkin's method for differential equa-
tions, [8].

Sec. 5 is concerned with the application of simple finite series to the determination
of the deflection of a plate, principally for a plate strip, making use of a Fourier
integral transformation devised by I. BABUŚKA for difference equations.

Finally, the last section is concerned with difference-differential equations
of a plate the application of which is convenient in many cases.

Arch. Mech. stos. — 4



480 Witold Nowacki

The second part of the paper will be devoted to a number of plate problems
concerning mixed boundary conditions, and the application of double Fourier
transformation to the difference equation of plate deflection.

The solution methods described in the present paper may be transferred to
a considerable degree to problems of plates loaded in their planes and a number
of static and quasi-static space problems.

2. Free and Forced Vibration of a Rectangular Plate

Let us consider the equation of forced vibration of the plate

(2.1) NV'w(x, y, O + g f t ^ y 0 = q{x, y, t)]

assuming homogeneous boundary conditions. In this equation w denotes the deflec-
tion, ~q— the excitation load, N—the bending rigidity of the plate, Q — the density
per unit area of the middle surface and h — the plate thickness. In the case of a pe-
riodic load q(x, y, i) = q(x, y)etmt we have also w(x, y, t) = w(pc, y)eiat, where co
is the excitation frequency.

Introducing these relations in (2.1), we obtain the amplitude equation for plate
deflection

(2.2) JVV4 w(x, y) - Qha>H>{x, y) = q(x, y).

Let us replace the derivatives in (2.2) by difference quotients. Dividing the edge a
of the rectangle into n equal segments Ax, the edge b into m equal segments Ay,
we reduce the Eq. (2.2) to the form

(2.3) ( L I V - x * ) w I V = x q ^ (x = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , n ; y = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , m ) ,

where

(2.4) LJy(wg = ( ^ £

and A*, A* denote the second and the fourth difference in the x-direction and
AJ, AJ the second and the fourth difference in the j-direction, respetively, where

(2 5)

The symbols in the Eq. (2.3) are

Ax4

The solution of the Eq. (2.3) will be sought in the form of a double finite serie;
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where the quantities Av/i are the unknown coefficients and (fx"y are the eigenfunctions
of the difference equations

(2-7) LIy(<pZ) = Orf%

assuming that the functions <pfy satisfy the same boundary conditions as the func-
tion wXy.

The quantities aPfl are the eigenvalues ()> = 0,1, 2,...,«; /J, = 0,1,2,..., m)
corresponding to the eigenfunctions <p^y. The latter constitute a complete set of
orthonormal functions, therefore they satisfy the conditions

n, m

(2.8) 2 > M = <5.,<W

where iiv, d^ are Kronecker's deltas, or

(1 if i = v, fl if u = k,

'-"{o if i*r, M o if ^k-
If the series (2.6) is to constitute an accurate solution of the differential equation

(2.3), the functions {Lly—T2)wTB — qXjlM should be orthogonal to every function
(p%. Therefore

(2.10) •

Changing the summation order and bearing in mind (2.7) we obtain

(2.11)
is/* x, y 1,1/

Making use of the orthogonality condition (2.7), we obtain finally

(2.12) AiMk—n1) -*fc» 0 ' = 1,2,...,«; /f = 1,2,..., m).

Introducing ^4lł: from the last equation in the Eq. (2.6) we find

Observe that for T 2 ~> o1^ the amplitudes increase indefinitely. Thus we are concerned
with the phenomenon of resonance. If x -»• 0 (a> -> 0), (2.13) represents the deflec-
tion produced by the static load. If the plate performs free vibration (that is if qIy— 0,
qvfi = 0), the values of the natural frequencies are obtained from (2.12) with Atk ^ 0

(2.14) «ik = A (/ = 0, 1, ...,«; fc = 0,1, . . . ,m).

The solutions represented here for forced vibration (2.13) and free vibration
(2.14) are valid assuming that the functions <?£ can be expressed in the form of

4*
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a product XXY% or XxYy» or X?Y». It will be found (see Appendix) that functions
of the type <p£l*=X"xYy

t appear in the case of a rectangular plate simply supported
on the entire contour, and functions of the type <f^y = Xx Y'y'—in the case of a plate
simply supported on the edges x = 0, x = n, and supported in an arbitrary manner
or free along the remaining edges.

Consider a number of particular cases of application of the double series method.
Let the plate be acted on by a load qxy, and let it have an additional immovable

support at the point (£, rj). The deflection of the plate will be composed of a deflec-
tion due to the load qxy and R at the point (f, rj) the value of R being selected in
such a manner that wirj — 0. Therefore

n, m
V I rrfl'

(2.15) Wxy =
I', /I

where

Inserting q*fl in (2.15) and requiring that wir> = 0, we obtain the equation

(2-16)

from which the amplitude of the support reaction R can be found.
If in the Eq. (2.16) it is assumed that qm = 0, the equation

(2.17)

constitutes the condition of free vibration of a rectangular plate supported on the
contour and at the additional point C,rj.

Let now the plate be acted on by, in addition to the load qxy, a load R dxS

along the line x = (. The deflection amplitude of the plate is given by (2.15) where

For a plate simply supported on the entire contour we have

af = X" y

Therefore, in this case, we have

(2-18) q;it =
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Substituting (2.18) in (2.15) and requiring that the deflection of the plate
along the line x = I be zero, we obtain the following equation for the coefficients bM:

Knowing Z>/(, the support reaction Rv can easily be found

m

R = Vi y
n

Substituting qvll — 0 in (2.19), we obtain the equation

from which successive natural frequencies cofli of the plate can be found for a two-
span plate.

Analogous solution will be obtained, in this case also, if

If the plate is acted on by, in addition to q„, a load Rybxi along the line
x =» | , and a load Qxdn along the line y = r\, the deflection amplitude, assuming
the plate to be simply supported on the entire contour, takes the form

yu

(2.21)

Requiring that the deflection along the lines x = I and y = v\ be zero we obtain
the following system of two equations:

from which the coefficients cr and b„ can be found. Knowing these, we can find

the functions Ry and Qx, because

(2.24) Ry -
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The procedure just described may be generalized to the case of more linear
supports in the region of the plate and to the case of a plate with ribs.

Let us consider a plate simply supported on the contour a ad stiffened by means
of a rib of rigidity B along the line x = f. The differential equation of the rib deflec-
tion is

(2.25)

where A is the cross-section of the bar, Q0 — the density per unit area and Rv — the
interaction between the plate and the rib. Replacing the differential equation (2.25)
with a difference equation we obtain

(2.26)

The solution of the Eq. (2.26) has, assuming simple end supports, the form

(2.27)

From the compatibility condition of the plate and the rib in the section x
we obtain the following equation for bj,

(2.28)

The value of b* being known, the deflection of the plate is found from the Eq. (2.15),
where q*^ is given by the Eq. (2.18). The deflection of the rib will be determined
from the Eq. (2.27).

With increasing rigidity of the rib (b -> oo), the Eq. (2.28) becomes (2.19). In the
case of natural vibration of a plate stiffened with a rib, q? = 0 should be assumed

in (2.28).
Let us consider the case of free vibration of

a plate simply supported on the entire contour and
having an additional support along the segment
Cj = kky, k<m, of the line x — i (Fig. 1).

If at the point (f, rf) there acts a concentrated
force Peial the deflection amplitude is

i

a=nAx

=7.

•ca

Fig. 1
(2.29)

A,,

Requiring that the deflection amplitude at the points y = 1, 2, ..., k along the line
x ~ f be zero, we obtain, making use of (2.29), the equation
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(2.30) > P„ > ~JŁ- Y>lY» = 0 (v = 1 2 k)
i j=l v, n "*

Thus, k equations, homogeneous in Pn, have been obtained. Setting the determinant
of (2.30) equal to zero, we obtain the vibration condition. In the particular
case of k = m, the condition of free vibration assumes the form of the Eq. (2.20).
Indeed, on expanding Pn in a series of eigenfunctions

and substituting in (2.30) (where the summation is done from 1 to ni) and making
use of the relations

(2.32)
1=1 i

the Eq. (2.20) is obtained from (2.30).

Consider now the case of a plate clamped along the edge x = 0 and simply
supported on the remaining edges. This problem will be solved thus. Let a linear
load P]/dx(e

i(ot act along the line x = I and a linear load —Pvd™i-ieia>t along the
line x = f—1. Let the plate be simply supported on the entire contour. The deflection
amplitude of the plate is expressed thus

(2.33)

Let us assume now that f = 0. Thus the couple PyAx has been shifted to the edge
of the plate. Since ZJ = 0, therefore

(2.34) < , = -

The clamping condition will be realized by requiring that the deflection amplitude
due to the load qxve

imt and the couple Py&xeiat be zero on the line x = — 1. This
leads to the equation

5T
Since Xti — — X{> therefore the Eq. (2.35) may be given the form

(135.2)

From this equation b^ can be found.
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The knowledge of the coefficients bfl enables the determination of the function Py

from the equation

P — Vft Yf
I*

If there is no excitation, then, for qrll = 0, we obtain from (2.35.2)

as a condition of free vibration of the plate clamped along the edge x = 0, the
remaining edges being simply supported. Let us consider, finally, the case of mixed
boundary conditions. Let the plate be clamped at the points y = 0, 1, 2, ..., k of the
edge x = 0, the remaining points being simply supported. The deflection of the plate
loaded by the load qxye

iat and the moments PyAyeimt along the segment kH.y of
edge x = 0 will be expressed by the equation

(2.37, K„ =

From the clamping condition w_ijV = 0, we obtain the system of equations

ft, m k n, m

(2.38) VhiBH + V p V (EftyiYI = 0 (v = 1, 2, ..., A:),

from which the quantities Pv {r\= 1, 2, ..., k) can be found. Knowing these we
obtain from (2.37) the sought-for deflection amplitude of the plate.

If the plate is clamped along the entire edge x — 0 of the plate, and therefore
if k = n, the Eq. (2.38) will reduce to Eq. (2.35.2). This can easily be shown,

by assuming that Pv = 2jbiYl, a n d making use of the relations
i

Consider a rectangular plate with the edges x = 0, y = 0 clamped, the remainig
edges being simply supported. Generalizing the method described to the case of
a plate clamped along the edge x = 0 the deflection amplitude of the plate may
be represented in the form

(2.39) Wn - K V Xjgl (qvfi _ KxU - c, YtJ .

From the clamping conditions of the edge w_1% y = 0, wXi _x «= 0 we obtain the
system of equations
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(2.40) Y^k^-b^-cjtd - 0,

(2-41) ]? IT ^-W-i-cJtJ = 0,

from which the quantities Z>M and c„ can be found. Knowing these, we shall determine
the forces Ry and Qx constituting the support reactions along the lines x = — 1,
j = -l.

For,

(2-42) ^

This solution method may be generalized to the case of a plate with three or
four edges clamped. Another solution method may be devised in the case of a plate
with two adjacent edges clamped. This method will be discussed by means of the
example of a plate clamped along the entire contour.

Let us take a complete set of orthonormal functions [rj'x] (i = 0,1,. . . , m) and
a set of functions [Ę] (k = 0,1, 2, ..., m) satisfying the difference equation

(2.43) AJfoB-Mi, AJ(£i) = 0ft|J,

and the clamping conditions. The functions rjx may be treated as the natural vibra-
tion models of a bar with its ends clamped, the derivatives in the deflection
equation being replaced with difference quotients.

Let us expand the deflection wxy and the load qxy in series of functions rfx, fj

(2.44) wxy=^iAikrii
IĘ, qxy =

Let us insert the deflection and the load thus expressed in the difference equations
of the plate (2.3).

We find

(2.45)

Let us expand the expression A ^ A ^ J ) in a series of eigenfunctions

x,V
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and substitute it in (2.45). As a result, the following system of equations is obtained

(2.46) ^ ( y i + ^e 4 - r 2 ) + 2e2_2'^j/£4^ = qlk ,

from which the quantities Aik, can be found to be used later for the determination
of the function wxy in Eq. (2.46).

In the case of free vibration, qfk = 0 should be assumed in equation (2.46).
Thus, a system of equations homogeneous in Atk is obtained. Setting its determinant
equal to zero, we obtain the free vibration condition from which the successive
frequencies can be found.

3. Combined Bending and Compression of a Plate Buckling of a Rectangular Plate

Similar to, but more involved than the problem of forced vibration of a plate
is that of combined bending and compression. This problem is governed by the
differential equation of plate deflection

where w, p , t, q, 1 are, in general, functions of both x and y.
Replacing the derivatives by difference quotients, the Eq. (3.1) is reduced to

the following difference equation

(3-2) Liy (wxv) + Dxv {wIV) = qxy,

where
Lxy = A« + 2e« A» AJ+ e*Ay, s = A./A,,

and
Ax2 - Ax'e2 _ . . BAX2 _ Ax4

Piy Pxy jy" ' hy 'iv jy ' Sxv ~ Sxv jy 5 Qxy — Qxv~~jq~'

The solution of Eq. (3.2) will be sought for in the form of a double finite sum

where the eigenfunctions fxfy satisfy the equation

<3-4) Lxy(sp7») = ^Vi%
with the same boundary conditions as the function wxy.

From the requirement that the function (Lx+Dx)wxy — qxy be orthogonal
to every function cpx%, we obtain n-f m conditions

(3.5) ^ [CW+ D^Z^IZ - ?„]*£ = 0
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Bearing in mind (3.4), and the fact that the functions cpfy are orthonormal, let us
transform the Eq. (3.5) to obtain

(3.6) Aik(fiK+^A¥flbikvll = qik (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , H; fc = 0 , 1 , . . . , m),

where

(3-7) bim

Thus, a system of non-homogeneous equations is obtained, from which Aik will
be determined. The knowledge of these quantities enables the determination of
the deflection of the plate according to the Eq. (3.3).

If qxy — 0, we are concerned with a buckling problem. The critical values will
be obtained by setting the determinant of the non-homogeneous equations

(3.8)

•equal to zero.
The solution of the system of equations (3.6) is simplified considerably in a num-

ber of particular cases. We proceed now to discuss two of them.
Let us assume that qxv = q = const, t„ = t — const, slv — 0 and that the

plate is simply supported on the entire contour. In this particular case we have

mvu _ vv vf A2 (y) — a X" A2 (Yfl) = b y
Yxy — A x x v > u i \A x) "yA x > " u \ s y! up y '

•where
V7t

ay = 2(cosav~\), ^ = 2(cos/S„-l)J «» = —

Therefore

n, m

•Substituting the final expression in (3.6) we obtain the simplified system of equa-

tions

(3.9)

"where

In the buckling problem the equation

(3.10) «,* - 0

is the buckUng condition.
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In the case of simultaneous bending and compression, the deflection is expres-
sed by the series

This equation has a form analogous to the Eq. (2.13) relating to forced vibration
of the plate. By means of considerations analogous to those of the former section
we can, taking as the point of departure Eq. (3.11), analyse the cases of additional
point and linear supports within the plate region, cases of clamping of one and
more edges, and those of mixed boundary conditions.

Consider now the case of a plate compressed by a concentrated force P along
the line y — r\. It is assumed, here also, that the plate is simply supported on the
contour. Then

Pxy ~ P&vn . hy = °> sxy = ° •

Next,

Therefore

V G ^ D (afi = na S W
/ 1 Txy^xyVt'xy) l"Jvuiv1 <]
x,y

because

2X'XX* = dip, 2 " Y>i Yvbm = Y" Y'v •
I y

The Eq. (3.8) takes the form:

Let us multiply this by F*, and sum up with respect to k. Then

Observe that the first and the last sum in this equation is the same. Rejecting these
sums, we obtain the following expression for the critical force p

which is the buckling condition.
The above problem may be generalized to the case of more concentrated forces

along the x-axis, therefore we can obtain an approximate solution in the case where
pxy depends on y only.
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Another way of solving the difference equation (3.2) by means of double series
consists in assuming a complete set of orthonormal functions rfx, f* satisfying
the equations

(3-15) AJfo*)-M«, AJ(® = # * ! * ,
and the same boundary conditions as the functions wxy. Expanding the deflection
and the load in series of functions rfx, f *

( 3 . 1 6 ) Wxv J ^ ^ J
!, * i,k x,y

and substituting in the Eq. (3.2), we obtain the following system of equations

(3-17) 4 f c(y, + e*Ą) + 2J Ar/laVfllk = qlk,
f, /*

where

In the particular case pxy—p = const, txy = t = const, JX!/ = 0 and assuming
that the plate is simply supported on the contour, the system of equations (3.17)
becomes (3.9).

Another solution method of Eq. (3.2) may be given in the case of one or
more edges clamped. Let us consider first a plate with all the edges clamped,
acted on by the forces pxy, txy, sxv.

Let us represent the solution of the homogeneous equation (3.2) (the case of
buckling) in the form

(3.18) £
lv

where w*v^ is the Green's function satisfying the equation

(3.19) £W«*)-M«

with the same boundary conditions as the deflection wxl/.
A solution of the Eq. (3.19) is.the function

, ff>»

where the functions <pt% satisfy the Eq. (3.4), and for simply supported edges take
the form qt* = Xx YC .

The solution of (3.18) will be sought for in the form

(3.20) wxy
I, k
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Substituting (3.20) in both members of (3.18), and rearranging and changing
the summation order, we obtain finally the system of equations

(3.21.1)

or

(3.21.2)

= 0 ,

= 0 .

This is identical with the system of equations (3.8).
Consider now a plate with the edge x = 0 clamped. The solution of the

Eq. (3.2) will have the form

(3.22)

where w£, denotes the load of the plate along the edge x = 0 by the couple Pv.
Making use of the Eq. (2.34) where T = 0 is substituted (the problem being static)
we have

(3.23) H£, =

The solution will be sought-for, as before, by means of the series (3.20). Requiring
that the edge x = 0 be clamped, we obtain the additional condition w_x, v = 0 or

(3.24) = 0 , hence ^ = 0 .

Substituting (3.20) in (3.22), we obtain, after some simple rearrangement the system
of equations:

(3.25)
'ik
rt _ Z J VP ikvP —

Multiplying (3.25) by XLX, and summing up with respect to i we obtain the
equation

(3.26)

From the last equation we.shall determine the quantity dk. Replacing in (3.26)
the summation with respect to i with the summation with respect to r and substi-
tuting dk in the Eq. (3.25), we obtain the final system of equations

(3.27)
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Setting the determinant of (3.27) equal to zero, we obtain the buckling condition
of the plate.

A particularly simple solution of the system of equations (3.27) is obtained if
baa,,, = ^(A/A* • Eliminating in this case the quantities Aik from the Eqs. (3.2)
and (3.26), we obtain the relation

n - 1

It can easily be shown that biktli = divdkflbik appears only in the case where
Pru — P ~ const, txy = t = const and sxy = 0 over the entire region of the plate.

The above procedure can easily be generalized to the case of two, three or four
edges clamped. The above problems of plate with one edge x = 0 clamped, the
remaining edges being simply supported, can be solved by assuming the solution
of (3.2) in the form

where the Green's function wJ,w concerns the plate with the edge x = 0 clamped,
the other being simply supported.

Let us consider finally the buckling case of a two-span beam simply supported
on the contour. The solution of (3.2) will be sought-for in the form

(3.29) wxy = - y w*£vil/D(t](wiv)+w% ,

where w% denotes the deflection of the plate on the line x — I , produced by the load
dxc not yet known. In agreement with the considerations of Sec. 2 we have

(3.30)

Assuming the deflection surface of the plate in the form of the series (3.20)
we obtain from (3.29) the following system of equations

(3.31) A i k = - J - V A ^ b t Q

Requiring that the deflection be zero on the line x = £, we have the additional
condition

(3.32) 2AlklĄYi = 0, hence
i, k
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From the latter equation we find the quantity dk and insert it in the Eq. (3.31).
As a result the following system of equations is obtained

(3.33) = 0 .

Setting the determinant of these equations equal to zero we obtain the buckling
condition for a two-span plate. In the particular case, where qxy = const, txy = const,
sxy = 0, we obtain bikfft = Sirdkllbik . Substituting this in the Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32)
and eliminating Aik, we obtain the buckling condition in the form

(3.34)

If, in all the cases considered in Sec. 2 and 3, we pass to the limit for m -> <x>,

n -+ oo /lim mAy = b, lim nAx = a\ we obtain the solution of the differential

equation (2.1) or (3.1).

4. Approximate Solution of Problems of the Theory or Rectangular Plates

Let us consider the difference equation of plate deflection

(4-1) Hxy(wxy) = xqxv.

In this equation Hxy is a linear difference operator, which, in the case of forced
vibration considered in Sec. 2, has the form Hxy = Lxy — T 2 and in the case of
simultaneous bending and compression has the form Hxy = LxyĄ-Dxy .

Let us take a complete set of orthonormal functions [%Ty] (v = 0,1,2, ...,n;
H = 0,1, 2, ...,m) satisfying the boundary conditions of the Eq. (4.1), but not
necessarily the deflection equation of the plate. Such an orthogonal set may for
instance be constituted by the functions rfxĘ = %fy of Sec. 2, satisfying the system
of equations (2.43).

Let us assume the approximate solution of the Eq. (4.1) in the form of the finite
series

(4-2) ww-J5^rffli (v - 0,1,2, ...,j; ^ = 0,1,2,...,/; j<m\f<m),

where Bn, are unknown coefficients whose determination is our aim.
The requirement that wxv should satisfy the Eq. (4.1) is identical with the ortho-

gonality condition of the function Hxy(wxy)-qxy with each of the functions
ZS(v = 0,1,2, . . . ,n; /J, = 0, 1,2, ...,m). Since (j+f) functions %fy are available,
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therefore the approximate solution of the Eq. (4.1) will consist in satisfying the
(j+f) orthogonality conditions

M i i.f \ - i

which leads to a system of (j+f) non-homogeneous equations

(4.4) ^BVflbikffl = *^ s (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ; ; fc = 0, 1, 2,

where

qtk =

From the system of equations (4.2) we find the quantities Bni and from the relation
(4.2) the approximate solution of Eq. (4.1). In the particular case where qxy = 0
(the problem of free vibration or buckling) we obtain a homogeneous system of
equations (4.4). Setting equal to zero the determinant of this system of equations
we obtain the condition of free vibration or buckling.

The procedure just presented constitutes a generalization of the B. G. Galer-
kin's orthogonalization method to difference equations.

Let us observe that if the functions %"£ assumed satisfy the equation

(4.5) Hxy{xZ) = rm%fy

and the same boundary conditions as the functions wxy, then

and the system of equations (4.4) will be simplified considerably. We obtain

(4.6) Bikrik = xqik 0 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , « ; k = 0,1,2, . . . , / ) .

If a complete set of functions %x'y satisfying the Eq. (4.5) is assumed, the system
of equations

(4.7) Bikxik = xqik

constitutes the accurate solution. In this case the deflection of the plate is expres-
sed by the equation

n, m

(4.8) J
•s /<

Let us consider two simple examples of application of the orthogonalization
method just presented.

(a) Let the plate be acted on by an excitation load

qxye
i<ot, where qxy = q = const.

Arch. Mech. stos. — 5
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Let the plate be simply supported on the entire contour. In this case we have
Hxv = Lxy-r2, according to the Eq. (2.3). The functions %"£, will be assumed in the
form of products X\ • Fg > w I a e r e

These functions are orthonormal and satisfy the equation

(4.10) Łw(jjg) = <fvX% •

Substituting (4.9) in (4.10) we obtain

(4.11) arii = (av+ s^f, av = 2 (cos a, - 1), b„ = 2 (cos 0„ - 1 ) .

Next, the quantities flfc are found
8 — 1 , HI—1

Let us observe that from the equation

•HxyV/Lxy) — '•viif.xy

the following expression is obtained ,.

(4131 T = <r — T2 ;

Therefore, the approximate equation of the problem is

, . • vn fxn

/A i A\ — 4?co Y"! 2n 2m
1^.14; vc^ = > — . 2T~\2— s m "f-^sm Pi>y •

It can easily be seen that the approximate solution just obtained gives the first
0 + / ) terms of the accurate solution in which the summation is performed from 1
to n—l for v and from 1 to m—1 for /j,.

(b) Let us consider the buckling problem of the rectangular plate simply sup-
ported on the contour, assuming that pxy = p = const, txv = 0, sxy = 0. Assuming
also that

(4.15) wx =B11X
1Y1,

where the functions J J and Y] are given by the Eqs. (4.9) we obtain from the Eq.
(4.4) the buckling condition in the form

(4-16) Bnbuu = 0 ,

or blul = 0, because Bn ^ 0. This condition may be written thus
n—1, m—1 . .

XxYl(Lxu+Dxy)(XlYl) = 0.
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Bearing in mind that

Lxy(X\Yl) = (a. + e^XlYl, D„{X\Y\) = axqX\Y\ ,

where ax, bx are given by the Eqs. (4.11) the buckling condition is obtained in the
form

n — 1, m — 1

or

(4.17)

The approximate solution coincides with the accurate one for one-half-wave
buckling in the x- and j-direction.

5. Application of Simple Finite Series to the Solution of Plate Problems

Let us consider a rectangular plate simply supported on two opposite edges,
and supported in any way on the remaining edges. Our considerations will be con-
fined to the static case, although there is no obstacle to generalize them to the prob-
lem of forced vibration and simultaneous bending and compression. The solution
of the difference equation of the plate

(5.1) Lxv(wiy) = xqxy (x = 0, 1, ..., n; y = 0, 1, 2, ..., m)

will be sought-for (assuming that the edges y = 0, y = m are simply supported)
in the form of the finite simple series

(5.2)

where

(5.3) Y» -

The series (5.2) will constitute the accurate solution of the Eq. (5.1) if the functions
Lxv(wxy) — qxy are orthogonal to each of the functions Y$.

The following conditions must be satisfied

(5.4) ^[LJ^Y^^^JY^O Qi=l,2,...,m-1).

The Eq. (5.4) is reduced to the form

m - l m - 1

5*
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Bearing in mind that

(5.6) Lxy{Y*X*) = y*(A*+2<*bkĄ+ćt®, h = 2 (cos pk-1)

we obtain from the Eq. (5.5) the following ordinary difference equation

(5.7) ( A * + 2 e 2 6 / , A 2
J + £ 4 ^ ) Z ? - xq» (x = 0, 1, 2, ...,n; y = 0,l, X •••, ro-1).

This equations may also be represented in the form

(5.8) X'Z_2- c ^ ^

where

The solution of the Eq. (5.8) is composed of a particular solution and the general
solution of the homogeneous equation

(5.9) X% = Z£+ (Ci+

where

2 '

or

(5.10) X* = rg+^JchQ^x+Alx s h ^ x + A%x chV̂

where

The function Z^ is a particular solution of the Eq. (5.7). From the boundary condi-
tions (two for each edge) we find the constants Af[, ..., A\ and X%. The knowledge
of this function enables the deflection wxy to be obtained from the Eq. (5.2). This
procedure is of importance for plates, of which one edge is very long or infinite
(an infinite strip). In the latter case the Eq. (5.8) will be assumed in the form

(5.11) X$ =X$+ (D{+ xD§ e-*»x.

If the number of segments is small (m < 10) it is more convenient to treat the Eq.
(5.8) as a system of algebraic equations.

Let us consider the case of a plate strip simply supported on the edges y = 0,
y = m and loaded by a concentrated force P at the point (0, rj). The solution of the
Eq. (5.8) will be sought-for by making use of the Fourier integral transformation
proposed by I. BABUŚKA, [9], for difference equations.

The Fourier transformation in an infinite interval is defined by the infinite series

(5-12) S(Xx)=X*(a)= £ Xxe
iai,
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x—oo

where the sum 2J \%x\ should be bounded. The inverse Fourier transformation
X = — 00

is defined by the equation

(5.13) Xx = $-l(Xx) - i f A-*(a)e-to&.
-in

From the definition (5.12) it follows, for instance, that the transformation of the
Dirac function <5(x—f) is

(5.14)

In our consideration use will be made of the following rule:

(5.15)

Let us express the Eq. (5.8) in the form

(5 Ig-v XP c git i j J^/I c J^JU

in view of the relation
m - l

Performing on the Eq. (5.16) the Fourier transformation, we obtain, bearing in
mind (5.12), (5.14) and (5.15)

[e2i«+ e-2in _ Cfl(e-ia+ ei

or

[a(a) + £2^]2X"*(a) = xY»P> a(a) = 2(cos a - 1 ) .

Therefore

(5.17) C 0 S t m f a

Bearing in mind (5.2) the deflection of the plate can be represented thus

m - l n

cos axda

Making use of the result (5.18) a number of other problems may be solved. Thus, for
a semi-strip acted on by a concentrated force at a point (f, rf) we obtain, by super-
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position of two forces, a positive force at (f, rj) and a negative force at (—£,»?),
the expression

m—1 n
i

Let an infinite strip simply supported on the edges y = 0 and y = mbe. acted
on by a force P at the points (f, 97) and (—!,,»?) and also by a distributed load R d (x)
along the line x = 0. The resultant deflection produced by these loads is

f
-n

From the condition of zero deflection in the cross-section x = 0 we find the coef-
ficients fM:

(5.21) /„ J ^ _ _ + 2 p ^ J fl7^ , = 0 .
—n —n

The quantities fft being known, we find the support reactions by the formula

ro—1

(5.22) Rv =

Let now the plate strip be acted on by a load qxy = qy (independent of y only)
and by concentrated forces Pn along the segment kky, (k < m) of the line x = 0.
The deflection thus produced is

"i—1 ft ra—l n

COS(5.23) wxy = >,

We require now that the deflection be equal to zero for y = 1, 2, ..., i], ..., k.
From the condition wOy — 0, we obtain

(5.24)

6" J [a(a)

Thus, a system of k equations for the determination of the unknown quantities Pn

has been obtained.
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The Eq. (5.24) may be given still another form. Let us expand Pn in a series

(5.25) Pn -

and insert in (5.24). We obtain

(5.26)

If the plate is supported over the entire width b = mAj>, we have atll = dllt, and the
Eq. (5.26) becomes

(5.27) A/t = jp (ji = 1, 2 , . . . , m— 1).

The Eq. (5.26) constitutes the solution with mixed boundary conditions along the
line x = 0. As the net becomes more dense along the line x — 0, the approximation
to the reality becomes better and better. In the limit case for m -*• <x>, the Eq. (5.24)
becomes a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, [10].

6. Application of Difference-Differential Equations to the Theory of Plates

In a number of plate problems, especially with mixed boundary conditions,
it may be very useful to describe the deflection of the plate by means of a differ-
ence-differential equation. Let us divide the plate into m equal strips of width A>>
in the direction of the j-axis. Let us denote the function, expressing the deflection
along the lines y = 0, 1,2, ...,m by wy(x). Then

(6.1)

0<x<a, ym0,i,2,...,m, ** = -£-

is the difference-differential equation of deflection. Let us assume now that the
edges y = 0, y = m are simply supported.

Assuming the solution of (6.1) in the form

(6.2) wJx)= >'YZXJx), 1 / - s i n / V . ft. = — '

expanding the load qy(x) in a series of functions 7£

m—X " i—l

(6.3) qy(x) = £ q^xiY* , q,(.x) = £ ?»(*) Yv >
t, = X !/ = l
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and applying the orthogonalization method, we obtain the following ordinary linear
differential equation

(6.4)
ft -

The solution of this equation has the form

(6.5) Xfa) = Xti(x) + Clt n ch rlix+ C2i „x sh rllx+ C3> „

where A^x) is a particular integral of the Eq. (6.4) and

(6.6) V = xc^ = 2K

Let us consider an infinite plate strip acted on by a concentrated force P at the
point (0, ??). Performing on the Eq. (6.4) the Fourier transformation, and bearing
in mind the fact that g^(x) = PY%d(x), we obtain

(6.7)

or

(6.8)

" W "" 2nN J (a
cos axda

ffl-1

e x > 0 '

Introducing an auxiliary function

(6.9) P
m-l

we can express the quantities d^wjdx* and A*(w„) by the following simple
equations

For an increasing number of strips (m -> oo), we obtain from (6.9)

(6.11)
nx n _̂
-^ cos — (^-r ; )

Ch— COS —
b b

lim
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being in agreement with the result obtained by NADAI, [11]. For m - n » w e have

Let the strip be acted on by a load qy (x) = qy independent of x and forces
Plf P2,..., Pn, ..., Pk at the nodes lying on the line x = 0. The resulting deflection is

(6.13) Wy(x)=l-]?^Yi; + ±]?P,]?^(l + xrlt)e-^ x>0.

From the deflection condition of the plate along the segment kt±y, we obtain

m - l k

(6.14)

If /: = »i, that is if the plate is supported along the line x = 0 over the entire width,
we are concerned with the case of a semi-strip with the edge x = 0 clamped. In this
case we assume

(6.15)

From the Eq. (6.14) we obtain Af, =
Introducing (6.15) in the Eq. (6.13), we find

(6.16)

The clamping moment along the edge x = 0 takes the form

0.

If q = const, we have

~2m
' sin

- l Ctg ^

J 2m
 i Fig. 2

m

Let us consider two auxiliary problems. Let a concentrated moment act at the
point (O,fj) of the semi-strip simply supported on all edges (Fig. 2). Bearing in
mind the boundary conditions

(6.18) w>(0) = 0, mJ(0) = M6m
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the deflection of the strip is obtained in the form

m - l

(6.19) <(*) = H £ ISp- e-^ x>0.

If the semi-strip is acted on by the load gy(x) = q = const, then

(6.20) <W = ̂ ^ f Y^~[l+X^je-^\ x>0.

Let us consider a semi-strip simply supported along the egdes y = 0, y = m
and clamped along the segment kky of the edge x — 0, the remaining part of that
edge being also simply supported. Let the plate be acted on by a load qy{x) = q = eonst

(Fig. 3). We are concerned with a problem of
mixed boundary conditions. Denoting the unknown
clamping moments by Mn, 1 <?? <fc, the deflection
of the plate is obtained in the form

(6.21) wy{x) = M$(X)4

Fig. 3 . .
From the condition [8w/dx]x=a on the segment

kAy of the edge x = 0 the following system of equations is obtained

(6.22) p + / ,

Solving this system of equations we find Mn, and from (6.21) the deflection wv{x).
Another solution procedure is such. Let us expand Mn in a series of functions Y%

m-l

n=\

(6.23) ••M--]?A,Y', A^
i

Inserting (6.23) in (6.22), we obtain the system of equations

(6.24)

If the plate is supported over the entire width, then, bearing in mind that alt, = d)fl

for k = m - l , the Eq. (6.24) is reduced to the form

(6.25) Ali+\ = Q.
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If (6.25) is substituted in (6.23) and (6.21) for k = m - 1 then, as a result, the Eq.
(6.16) is obtained.

The above problem of mixed boundary conditions can also be solved in another
way. Let us assume, as a basic system the same plate simply supported on the edges
y = 0, y = m, on the edge x = 0 being clamped. If in this system a load qy(x) —
= q = const acts, the deflection wa

y{x) is given by Eq. (6.16). Let now a con-
centrated angle

act on the basic system. It can easily be shown that the deflection due to this state
is given by the equation

m - l

(6.26) wl (x) = (px^ Yjf Y%e~V x > 0 .

In the case of mixed boundary conditions the function expressing the angle q> is
unknown in the interval (m — k)ky (see Fig. 4).
The deflection of the plate is expressed by 0 x

the equation f j
m —1 m—1

(6.27) w(x) = x

x > 0 -

From the conditions of zero bending moments /M£(0) at the points
fc+2, . . . , m, we obtain the following system of equations

(6.28) 2 n 2 T " W = w 2 7 7 ; (y = k+1,...; m-l),

from which the quantities cpn can be found. Expanding <pn in series

m—1 m—1

(6.29) <p,=

and substituting in (6.21) we obtain

m - l

(6.30)
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If the plate is simply supported over the entire contour, then bMf = dltj and the system
of equations is simplified to the form

cans R l I Ł .
( 6 - 3 1 ) Bn = -rjj-zź-

If (6.31) is inserted in wy(x) (with k = 0) the Eq. (6.20) is obtained as a result.
Let us consider finally the plate of Fig. 5. Two semi-strips, of which one has the

width a — mAy and a bending rigidity Nt, the other having the width c — kAy

Fig. 5

and a bending rigidity Nu, are joined along the segment kAy of the line x = 0.
The right-hand semi-strip is loaded by a uniform load q. In the coordinates assumed
the following equations are obtained for deflection,

(a) Region I

fc-l

(6-32)

7 1 - 1

(b) Region II

(6.33)

where

. an
sin -.—

k

It is assumed that the deflection along the line x = 0 is zero. From the continuity
condition on the line x = 0 we obtain the following equation for Mn:

U
k - 1 m - l

m - l
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The quantity Mn being found from (6.31), we obtain the deflection of the plate
from the Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33).

However, the system of equations (6.34) may be replaced by another system.
Let us expand Mv in a series of functions <Ą

(6.35) M„

Let us substitute (6.35) in the Eq. (6.34), multiply the Eq. (6.34) by <p> and sum
up from y = l to y = k —l.Asa result, the following system of equations is obtained
after some simple rearrangement

k~ 1 m—1

where
m—1 m—1

(6-37) &W =

If a = c then <$; = Y%. Now, bearing in mind that b^ = <5W, c^ = 6^ we obtain
from the Eq. (6.36)

(6.38) ^ i + ^ J ^ - ^ (y- l ,2 , . . . ,m-l ) .

If iVn -^ oo we are concerned with a plate clamped along the hne x = 0. The Eq.
(6.38) becomes (6.25).

In the case of rectangular plates the Eq. (6.1) may also be solved by means of
double series, one having a finite number of terms (/i = 0, 1, 2, ..., m) and the
other an infinite number of terms. The solution methods do not differ from those
discussed in Sec. 2.

7. Appendix. The Eigenfunctions of the Equation

The most simple form of the function <pv£ is that in the case of a rectangular plate
simply supported on the periphery. In this case the boundary conditions at the edges
x = 0, x = n are

For the edges y = 0, y = m the boundary conditions are analogous to (7.1)

The difference equation

(7.2) Lxy(cp%) - «v&& ' L «
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is satisfied by the functions

(7.3) 9^=W,
where

X?=i/--smavx, a „ = — (v= 1, 2, ..., n — 1; x= 1, 2, ..., n — 1) „

(7.4)
W ^ j'**l,2,...,m-li y = 1,2,..., m - 1 ) .^ y , P f l ^

and the functions Jf*, F£ are orthonormal

n - l m - 1

(7.5) . ^ X W = dv ^

Inserting (7.3) in (7.2), we obtain

(7.6) o^-bb+b,*?, a;-2(oo8 o , - l ) , *„ = 2(cos £ „ - 1 ) .

Let us assume that the edges y = 0, j> = m of the rectangular plate are the only
simply supported. Substituting in (7.3) the expression

(7.7) <p% = Y*X» ,

where the function Yjf is given by the Eq. (7.4) the following ordinary difference
equations is obtained

(7.8) (AJ+2fi^A!+s4^)A7 = afliF/ (x- 0, 1, 2, . . . , n).

This equation can also be represented in the form

(7.9) X^-c^Xl'ii+f^T-c.X^+X'JU^^X'/ (x= 0, 1,2, ... , n),

where

Setting the determinant of the system of equations (7.9) equal to zero and bearing
in mind the boundary conditions for x = 0, x = n, we obtain for each value of //•
a set of«+1 values of aVfl. For each of these values the function X"/ will be deter-
mined. It can easily be shown that these functions will be orthogonal. After norma-
lization they will satisfy the condition

(7-10)

We can also consider the Eq. (7.9) to be a difference equation and solve the
eigenvalue problem of the difference equation. This procedure leads to an involved
transcendental equation, from which the values of the successive parameters <tfft.
are determined.

In the case of a rectangular plate clamped along two adjacent edges the functions
y% cannot be determined in the form (7.7) but only in the form of a finite series.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

ZASTOSOWANIE RÓWNAŃ RÓŻNICOWYCH W TEORII PŁYT (I)

Przedmiotem pracy jest rozwiązanie cząstkowego równania różnicowego ugięcia
płyty, które uzyskano przez zastąpienie pochodnych przez ilorazy różnicowe w rów-
naniu różniczkowym ugięcia płyty.

W p. drugim i trzecim przedstawiono rozwiązanie równania różnicowego przy
użyciu podwójnych skończonych szeregów i to w odniesieniu do drgań wymuszonych
i własnych oraz do jednoczesnego zginania i ściskania oraz wyboczenia płyty pro-
stokątnej. Uzyskane wyniki stanowią pełną analogię do rozszerzonej metody Naviera
w terii różniczkowej płyty.

W p. piątym zajęto się stosowaniem pojedynczych szeregów do wyznaczania ugię-
cia płyty, głównie w odniesieniu do pasma płytowego, wykorzystując obmyśloną
przez I. BABUŚKĘ transformację Fouriera dla równań różnicowych.

W ostatnim p. przedstawiono rozwiązanie kilku zagadnień statyki płyt przybli-
żając równanie różniczkowe ugięcia płyty równaniem różniczkowo-różnicowym.
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P e 3K> M e

nPMMEHEHME PA3HOCTHbIX yPABHEHMH B TEOPMM njIACTMHOK (I)

PeuiaeTCH pa3H0CTH0e ypaBHeHne B •qacniBix npOH3Bo#HBix npornSa
nyTeM 3aivieHBi npon3BOAHBix pa3H0CTHBiMH ijacTHBiMH B AH(J>(j)e-
ypaBHeHHH nporn6a njiacTHHKH.

B n.n. 2 H 3 npeflcraBJieHo peiueHHe pa3HOCTHoro ypaBHeHHH npH HcnojiB-
30BaHHH flBOHHBIX KOHê HBIX pflflOB H TO B OTHCCeHHH K BBIHyHCflaiOUIHM H C06-

KOJieSaHHHM, a TaioKe K oflHOBpeweiiHOMy H3rn6y H OKaraio H npo-
H6y npHMoyrojitHOH nnacTHHKH. IIojiy^eHHBie pe3yjiBTaTBi HBJIHIOTCH

aHajioraeń paciiiHpeHHoro MeTo^a HaBne B RnópfyepeiinKaiihriOH TeopnH

B n. 5 paccMaTpHBaeTCH npHMeHeHae oflra-iapHbix PHAOB K
nporaSa nnacTHHKHj rnaBHBw o6pa3OM B OTHeceHHH K njiacTHHyaToft
HcnojiB3yH npeAJioweHHoe H. BAsyuiKoK npeo6pa3OBaHHe <3>ypBe pjifi pa3H0CT-
HBIX ypaBHeHHH.

B saKJiiOTeHHe npeACTaBJieHO peuieHne HCCKOJIBKHX 3ap$H no CTaTHKe njia-
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